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newsletter that frames and focuses life with children who are extraordinary and medically complex

Georgia Grace
By Kristen Rohde

My 7-month-old daughter, Georgia
Grace, has Moebius Syndrome. The
slogan for Moebius Syndrome is “we
smile with our hearts” since many
of the children, like Georgia, are
physically incapable of smiling due
to the absence or underdevelopment
of cranial nerves.
Georgia has very limited facial expression, cannot close her
eyes, has no oral motor skills (no swallow, suck, cough, etc.),
has partially paralyzed vocal cords, and cannot manage her
secretions. Georgia is 100% G-tube fed, requires frequent
suctioning, and recently got a trach. Georgia is hypertonic
in her extremities, but hypotonic in her trunk. We do not yet
know Georgia’s cognitive abilities, but she has not hit any true

How to Reach FOCUS
770-234-9111

developmental milestones and we do not get much feedback
from her. Typically, the prognosis for Moebius is good, but it’s a
spectrum and Georgia is on the more severe end. Although every
day of the past 7 months has been long and hard, I know we are

www.focus-ga.org

still at the beginning of our journey and there are a still a lot of

inquiry@focus-ga.org

unknowns.

http://tinyurl.com/focusgeorgia

Georgia is currently at CHOA – Scottish Rite recovering from
her tracheostomy. By the end of this extended stay, Georgia will

continued on page 6 >
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From the
Editor…
by Lucy Cusick
My job is tough ...

WHEW! The merger is done and the
dust has settled. We love offering
equipment grants in addition to camps,
family activities, and swim team. The
loaned equipment room is almost
empty – great to see this equipment
going out to ‘new’ homes!

Sometimes I think back on the good ol’ days when I knew the
name of every FOCUS kiddo – and their parents’ names, too!
We reach more and more families each year, and I gave up
trying to remember (or even know!) everyone’s name. As we
have grown we also needed to improve our infrastructure:
technology, staff, and (of course) budget.
Seems like ‘big business,’ huh? Maybe ... but our (grass)
roots still show. FOCUS staff would rather visit families in
the hospital or go to Share Group than write grants; Family
Camp is more fun than fund raisers, although both make

Some of us are still
on the journey, just
with bigger ‘kids.’
We still struggle,
but we know all the
acronyms!

our feet hurt. We still remember the early days of diagnosis,
the introduction into this new world, and all the conflicting
emotions. Some of us are still on the journey, just with bigger
‘kids.’ We still struggle, but we know all the acronyms!
We want to continue to help as many families as we can with
Comfort, Hope, Fun, and Equipment. Our board will continue
to evaluate programs – how can we better serve more
families, what makes the biggest impact. We’ll write those
grants and organize those fund raisers – and tell our stories.
And yours.

DONATE
at www.focus-ga.org
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Thank you for sharing your stories, your children, your journey
with us.
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From a
Camp Nurse
by Valarie Scales, RN

Hello! I am Valarie Scales – one
of the dedicated, long-standing
nurses with FOCUS. Here at
FOCUS, I take my responsibilities
and duties very seriously.

Board of Advisors

Having a child with exceptional needs is one thing; entrusting him/her to a non-family

LuRae Ahrendt
Robert Bruce, MD
Jen Henry
Nicolas Krawiecki, MD
Debra Foster McElhaney
David Monde
Greg Pappas
Leslie Rubin, MD
Barbara Weissman, MD

member requires trust on an entirely different level. As a parent, you want to know that
your child will receive the utmost care possible outside of the home environment. I vow
that I embrace this sincerely! I know that every day won’t be a good day for your camper,
but my duty is to make it a safe one. With my selective short term memory, I have a policy
to make each day a new one!
My duties include, but are not limited to, seizure recognition and management, dispensing
medications and supplemental feeding support.

Founder and Advisor
Susan Calhoun

Staff
Executive Director		
Lucy Cusick

I have been with FOCUS for about 5 years now and when I am at Camp Hollywood or
respite ... I am home. The children, parents and service animals, and staff are all family to
me. It warms my heart to be a part of your kids’ growth and development. I thoroughly
enjoy their smiles and laughs and try to limit their tears.

Associate Director		
Joy Trotti

Last summer, I practiced my suturing skills as I stitched up a bean bag froggie for one of

Office Manager			
Patty Vastakis

forward to helping paint the legendary picture frames each summer. Those Rice Krispie

Program Director
Annie Garrett

small booboo. Music reaches us all in a phenomenal way. Our closing camp song “What I

Development Director 		
Jill Gossett

our campers! My job doesn’t end at the medical table, I help with art projects – I look
treats in cooking were quite tasty, and I dance to “tooty ta” after applying a band aid to a
Am” by Will-I-Am allows us to be happy, musical, smart and sometimes even grouchy!
My tour with FOCUS allows me to embrace the reason nursing chose me. I am a nurturer. I

Program Coordinator
Elizabeth Hewell

think I can speak for all the FOCUS + Fragile Kids nurses and say that we truly love your kids

Program Coordinator		
Brian Darden

your babies!

and we pledge to take care of him/her to our utmost ability! Thanks for trusting us with

Program Coordinator 		
Karyn Campagnone
Community Involvement
Coordinator 			
Celia Lawton
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What
they don’t
tell you
(about
parenting
a child with
special needs)

By Marjan Holbrook

You will still have to be a decent human being. You get a few more hall passes than everyone else but for
the most part you cannot use the difficulties of your life as an excuse to misbehave. This is not always easy,
especially not when you know every single person sitting in that IEP meeting deserves to be told, “Bless your
Heart.” The rules don’t change just because your life is more complicated than those around you. This is
especially important when interacting with volunteers. Be an advocate for your child but remember to always
thank the volunteers.

You will not fit in. Do you

to time, you will be reminded

really think I can talk about

you are not the same. It’s not

where to buy those giant

all doom and gloom. I love

hair bows when all I have

that I don’t always fit in. It has

been thinking about is my

excused me from being a part

daughter has not pooped in

of drama, keeping up with the

3 days? There is an incredible

Jones, knowing which style of

community of families who

jeans are in this year.

have children like mine. Those
people get the poop stories,

Shared diagnosis does not

but we are the minority in

mean shared interests. Nine

the larger community. You

years ago, when my daughter

will still be a part of everyday

was initially diagnosed I

conversation with your friends

thought I would spontaneously

and neighbors but, from time

become friends with any parent
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Do you really think I
can talk about where
to buy those giant hair
bows when all I have
been thinking about is
my daughter has not
pooped in 3 days?

who has a child with the same

celebrate with them. Show the

diagnosis as mine. While it is

world what being happy for

true a shared diagnosis means

someone else looks like.

a better understanding of
what the other person is going

Your family may not be your

through, chemistry and shared

real family. Regardless of the

interests still play a big role in

names on the ancestry.com

friendships. I need the guidance

report or the names on your

and help of the parents who

marriage certificate, you may

have walked in my shoes but it

find your tribe is a completely

does not mean I am going to

different group of people than

run out and get them all BFF

the ones who share your name.

necklaces. You and your child

Distance, lack of knowledge,

are more than a diagnosis.

and differences in expectations
can break up a relationship.

There will be people who

Once you stop fixating on how

feel sorry for you and others

someone did not meet your

who will be jealous (gasp) of

expectations it will greatly

you. The sorry part is easy

reduce the amount of sadness

to understand, but jealous?

and stress you experience.

Who in the world would be

Instead of thinking about how

jealous of your state of affairs?

things should look, focus

Have they seen the pile of

on how you will handle the

laundry on what used to be

situation in a positive way. This

your couch? The world has

will make you more effective by

changed. Social media has

putting you in the driver’s seat.

made ordinary people into

Someday you will look at your

local and sometimes national

tribe and notice every person

stars. People want to be seen

reflects who you want to be

and, at times, become envious

and how you want to feel.

of anyone who gets the spot

Coming Up…
... at FOCUS + Fragile Kids
Stay up-to-date by liking us
on Facebook!
August 11-13
Under the Stars Family Camp (full)
August 26
SummerFest at Monday Night Brewing
September 9
FOCUS on Moms ATL
September 16
FOCUS on Moms West (Villa Rica)
September 17
Aquarium Day
September 23
Fragile Hearts Wine Tasting
September 29-October 1
Under the Stars Family Camp (register quickly!)
October 14
Blue Ridge 250 Motorcycle Ride
Share Groups, FAST Fins Swim Team, Workshops, MVP
Activities and Extra Special Saturday respite are gearing
up for fall – watch the weekly emails for registration
information!

light more than they do. How
do you change that? Next time
you see a parent post pictures
of the new equipment or the
new trip their child was given,
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Georgia Grace

have spent 3 of her 7 months of

or family member. We are no

easier for outsiders to help with

Georgia needs, what therapy

life in the hospital. I’m fortunate

good to anyone in our family

Owen, so it’s often me staying

goals we’re working towards.

enough to have already been

if we burn out, and every day I

at home with Georgia while he

But 90% – the majority of our

a stay-at-home-mom so I’m

realize more and more that we

is taken care of. Again, I remind

time – needs to be spent in

able to be at the hospital with

have begun a marathon.

myself to count my blessings

the moment. We make the

that we have friends and family

best decisions we can for our

nearby willing and able to help.

children with the information

her during the day. I’m also

My biggest juggling act is

fortunate to live nearby so

balancing Georgia’s care while

I’ve made the choice to sleep

also caring for my son, Owen,

at home most nights during

who is the happiest, healthiest

gifts my special needs child

this time is and as anxious as

these longer-term visits. It’s

almost-3-year-old that you’ll

has given me so far has been

I am to see how Georgia will

saved my sanity and probably

ever meet. Georgia has had

perspective. Suddenly, I’m

grow and develop, it is the

my marriage. Although we feel

frequent doctors appointments,

not worried about having the

only time Georgia will ever be

mom-guilt with special needs

therapy visits, and inpatient

cutest diaper bag because

my baby. Since joy is so much

kids on a whole new level, I

hospital stays that require

I’m much more concerned

harder to find in this situation, I

know that I likely have the rest

me to get extra help with my

with the contents inside of it.

don’t want to miss a second

of Georgia’s life to take care

son. I mostly feel like I have to

Having an immaculate house,

of it.

of her, and I’m thankful for the

choose which child to spend

perfect wardrobe, and full

break when I have help. I’ve

time with, but just like when

social calendar are just not

“competing goals” that we have

agonized over asking for help,

I’m with Georgia, I do my best

possible any more so they can’t

for Georgia. For example, the

but I’m learning to accept it

to maximize one-on-one time

matter as much. The artificial

tracheostomy was necessary

via nursing, or a capable friend

with Owen. The reality is it’s

deadlines I set for potty training

for Georgia to breathe clearly,

or swim lessons for my healthy

but won’t allow her to vocalize

son don’t seem as urgent. My

or promote oral motor skills

greatest desire is to spend time

such as swallowing. A hit for

with my family and to take care

her development and speech/

of them well.

feeding therapy, but the higher

The biggest lesson
I’ve learned through
Georgia so far, is that
she needs us to be
one-day-at-a-time
parents 90% of the
time.”
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I think one of the greatest

The biggest lesson I’ve

we currently have. As hard as

I talk a lot about the

priority right now has to be

learned through Georgia so far,

her breathing. Since Georgia

is that she needs us to be one-

cannot close her eyes she

day-at-a-time parents 90% of

has light sensitivity, so we end

the time. The other 10% of the

up covering her eyes a lot. I

time I give myself permission to

want her to be able to see and

look ahead, plan ahead to the

experience the world, but we

best of our ability, and worry.

also need to protect her eyes

I think about what consults

from irritation and dryness.

We’re learning that the first

story closely, a therapist who

never know what her voice

brought to our family. With

several years for so many

I can vent to, a supportive and

sounds like. I grieve over this

every poke and procedure, I

special needs and/or medically

helpful family, and above all a

year that has been spent much

wish I could trade places with

fragile kids is tackling the

relationship with a good God

differently than we imagined

Georgia Grace and pray that

medical issues necessary for

and perfect heavenly father

and the heartaches it has

God will give her comfort,

their survival and just figuring

who I believe knows and loves

ease her pain, and give her an

out this new life.

Georgia and has a plan for her

easier life. I know Georgia has

life.

a Heavenly Father who created,

Like many of you, I know
that as hard as people try, they

Still, I grieve. It does not

loves, and knows her; who

don’t “get me” or understand

mean I love Georgia any less,

what we’re going through

but I grieve for her struggle and

– how could they? I had to

for the babyhood I pictured

every joy and pain. I find

laugh at myself the other night

her having. I grieve over the

peace in knowing that

when a kind woman from

medical probability that I

Georgia is not a surprise

our church came to bring us

may never see Georgia

to God – her challenges

dinner. As she was leaving she

smile and I may

and her victories are

said sweetly “And don’t you
worry dear, you don’t need to
write out a thank you note for

gives and takes away, and
remains sovereign through

known to Him and a part
of who God created her
to be.

this”. Honestly, the thought
had not even occurred
to me to write a thank
you note for this. I was
completely overwhelmed.
Texting is my chosen form of
communication. I can barely
keep up with showering
and brushing my teeth every
day, much less writing thank
you notes. The road that we
are on has felt very lonely
and explaining our children
can be exhausting. But I am
fortunate to have an inner
circle of friends who follow our

Kristen &
Georgia Grace
August 2017
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CONTRIBUTIONS
Corporate/Foundation/Groups
Amazon Smile
AON Foundation
Bryan’s Foundation
Chubb & Son Insurance
Community Foundation for
Greater Atlanta
John & Mary Franklin 		
Foundation
The Holly Lane Foundation
Imlay Foundation
The Junior League of Atlanta
Kiwanis Club of Suwanee
Kroger Community Rewards
McKendree United Christian
Women
Mt. Bethel Children’s 		
Consignment & Bake Sale
National Charity League –
Roswell-Alpharetta
Pamphalon Foundation
Paypal Giving Fund
QuikTrip
Salesforce.com
Towers Watson Delaware
VOYA
For Equipment:
Anne Cox Chambers 		
Foundation
Central Georgia EMC 		
Foundation
Cobb EMC Community 		
Foundation
Friedman Family Philanthropic
Fund
GreyStone Power Foundation
The Holly Lane Foundation
Kulynch Family Foundation
Marcia & Mark Miller Family
Foundation
Pediatric Foundation of Georgia
For Camp Hollywood:
The Holly Lane Foundation –
for Teen Week
Intradiem
Kulynch Family Foundation
Peachtree Christian Church
CWF for Camp Infinity
8
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For Parent Support:
Advanced Medical Group
PSA Healthcare
For Teen & Young Adult:
The Lovett School
For Education Conference:
Down Syndrome Association
of Atlanta
Individual Contributions &
Newsletter Renewals
Adeel Abbas
Lilibet Acosta
Shiva Alexandria
Joyce Bagley
Angie & Doug Beighley
Kirste & Jace Brooks
Lisa & Wally Byran
Thomas Carney
Carolyn Casper
Kay & Mark Chicoine
Joseph Childs
John Cleland
Donald Clewell
Allison & Tom Comer
Carola Cuba & Rene deVries
Vicki Dendy
Maggie & Jay Ducharme
Kitty Dunlap
Kathi & Michael Frankel
Cheryl & Dallas Galli
Marie Glorie
Debra & Edward Goldstein
Roberta Hall
Valerie & Steve Harrison
April & Todd Hartle
Kim & John Hepler
Pam Hoppe
Edward Houppert
Holli Hutson
Rebecca Keaton
Jeanie Kirksey
Christy & Chip Kaiser
Ammie Knowles
Michele LaFon & Libbye Hunt
Tricia & Jim Lane
Angela & Michael Langenderfer
Jimmy Lockhart

Lisa & Kevin Lucier
Anthony Malone
Lenore Maslia
Dorothy McLean
Virginia & John Moore
Marica O’Shaughnessy
Rodney Peek
Robert Powell
John Ruckart
Cheryl Sameit
Cindy & Alan McCoy
Angie & Eddie Saylors
Richard Segers
Lauren & John Seidl
Sandra Shaner
Nita Stephens
Debby Stone
Jefferie & Cynthia Thomas
Mark Turpin
M’Liss & Joseph White
Susan & Matt Zimmer-		
Dauphinee
Harry Goldberg & Rika
Sukenik’s “Shaky Beats Party”
Memorials
In memory of Jim Williams by:
Rose & Michael Haber
Ellen & David Herold
In memory of Mary Anne 		
Schwartzel by Silvana & 		
Enrique Diaz
In memory of Julie Lyons by
Elinore Wynne
In memory of Joseph Wynne
by Elinore Wynne
In memory of Gary Wayne Bell
by Barbara & Matt Battiato
In memory of Carl Federici by
Barbara & Matt Battiato
In memory of Dr. James 		
Caufield by Barbara & Matt
Battiato
In memory of Louis Perlis by
Angie & Skip Weiland
In memory of Dorothy 		
Riegelhaupt by Debra &
Ed Goldstein

In memory of Christine Anne
Murphy-Stark by:
Coweta-Fayette EMC
Danielle Knowles
In memory of Jane Smallman
by:
John Seagle
Susan & Wayne Ward
In memory of Devin Robinson
by:
Mary & Dale Carpenter
Rachel Dudley
Angel Fontalvo
Sue & Ronnie Giddens
Leslie & Charles Highsmith
Kevin McWilliams
Dale Metcalfe
Paul Moore
Audra Mount
Terri Ratchford
Aubrey Roberts
Angela Robinson
Ivy Shows
Steve Shuty
Virginia Silickiene
Mark Sonntag
Linda Thurstlic
Dorothy Wall
Kelly Walsh
Ulrich Wartes
In memory of Ella Grace Musial
by:
Lucy Cusick
Katie McCoy
Joy & James Trotti
In memory of Kendall Smith by:
Sue Adams
Lucy Cusick
Paula Fuda
Bettie Hopkins
Wes Juezan
Maureen Kennedy
Patty Lorence
Stephanie Martin
Peter Rivenberg

Pam & Barry Smith
Bea Springs
Joy & James Trotti
GSAP family, Cindy, Martha,
Christine, Gwen, Diane
& Carol
In memory of Nicholas Garner
by:
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Barlow
Erin Beynon
Cardot-Buell Family
Phillip Burgess
Mr. & Mrs. Hap Cohen
Carole Colley
Judith & Richard Garner
Michael Garner
Joanne & Richard Highfield
Patricia Holmes
Steve, Lisa & Shannon 		
McCrae
Julie Mullen
Cindy & Mike Nova
James O’Rear
Jackie Seiber
Carl Snezek
Abra Summers
Tri-County Internal Medicine
Joy & James Trotti
Beth & Larry Turvy
Honorarium
In honor of Sammie Leiter by:
Anna & Doug Armistead
Sharon & Todd Balfanz
Sue & Bob Leiter
In honor of Bret Weiland’s
Birthday by Marcy & Jerome
Konter
In honor of Sheenum Gupta’s
Birthday by Angie & Skip
Weiland
In honor of McKenzie Fishback
by Vera & Damon Fishback
In honor of Alicia Day by
Cecilia Day

In honor of Betty Ray’s
100 Mile Walk
Vincent Belcher
Jo Bouchillon
Doug Doster
Rachel Jamison
Macedonia Baptist Church
Ralph Mayfield
Barb & Gary Pasko
Carolyn & Edward Redfearn
Dana Render
Michael Shields
Kim & Bernard Thomas
Joy & James Trotti
Norma Shipp
Family Fun Ride
Thanks to the volunteers, riders,
and supporters, especially Sam
Shaw & Ben Cheatwood
Dare to Donate Campaign
Thanks to everyone who dared
to donate during day camp! We
are grateful for caring, sharing,
and donating!

2017 Golf Tournament
Sponsors
Fairway Angel
KPMG
Hole-In-One Angels
CDW
GCI Graphics
Intellinet
Ivanti
Nutanix
Eagle Angels
Akamai Technologies
AMS Vans
Aveanna
CenturyLink
Cognizant
Fulcrum
HyTrust
IBM
The Intersect Group
Mobility Works of Georgia
Nexthink
Netscope
North Point Endodontics
Palo Alto Networks
ReliaQuest
Southeastern Steel
Sovereign Systems & Dell/EMC
TEKsystems
Trend Micro
Birdie Angel
NIKSUN

Hole Sponsors
AppDynamics
Big Panda
Chef Software
CyberArk
CyberArk
Insight
Insight Global
intiGrow
MATRIX
Moogsoft
Rapid7
In-Kind Donors
AT&T
CDW
Chick-fil-A
Chubb
Club Corp
Deloitte
Frazier & Deeter
GCI Graphics
HyTrust
Insight Global
Jekyll Beer
Jimbo’s Jumbos
Kaiser Permanente
McGriff, Seibels & Williams
Mizuno
Ray’s Restaurant Group
Special thanks to Curt Smith,
Dan Dubowski, and Przemek
Szczepanik for their support
of the annual FOCUS + Fragile
Kids Golf Classic!
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Zoe
by Katie McKoy

Twelve years ago when Zoe was born, her
Apgar scores were 1 and 4. She had a grade
3 intraventricular hemorrhage at birth and
subsequent GI issues, respiratory issues,
and seizures. We heard a lot about what she
would never be able to do when she grew up
(if she even made it to her 1st birthday) from
a lot of people who are more educated and
smarter than us. It was a scary time.

Twelve years ago, I

paraprofessionals, and many

My point in sharing this is

will show you the way more

became something I never

others, we now have a 12

to send a message to those

often than not. Trust your gut

thought I would become

year old young lady who

who are in the early years of

and intuition. Focus on your

and was thrown into a

is exceeding everyone’s

this journey: never give up

child’s quality of life. More

world I never knew existed.

expectations. Yes, she has her

on your kid. Keep swimming.

often than not, your kid will

I became a special needs

limitations and issues, but she

Refuse to take “no” for an

surprise you. And no matter

parent. Zoe would have a lot

is an amazing young lady who

answer. Keep pushing. Don’t

what, I promise you that it

more medical diagnoses and

brightens the day of everyone

be afraid to make mistakes.

will be ok even if life and your

equipment in the years that

around her. I wouldn’t trade

Let your child lead as much

situation is not 100% fine.

would follow. But one thing

her for the world. The world

as possible. Listen to them

You got this and are a good

would never change. She was

would be a better place if we

even if they can’t talk. They

parent.

Zoe and she was the one in

were a bit more like Zoe.

charge of this journey.
Little by little, with the
help of family, friends,
other special needs
parents, therapists, different
doctors, nurses, teachers,
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Never give up on your kid.
Keep swimming. Refuse to
take “no” for an answer. Keep
pushing. Don’t be afraid to
make mistakes. Let your child
lead as much as possible.

Volunteers &
Part-Time Staff at
FOCUS + Fragile Kids
FOCUS + Fragile Kids staff and volunteers are
incredible people – from nurses, caregivers
and music therapists at Extra Special Saturday
and day camp to coaches at swim team. They
are dependable, loving, and responsible – we
could not manage the programs we have
without these amazing folks.
We also greatly depend greatly on volunteers at FOCUS +
Fragile Kids – for the extra hands, energy, and youth. Our
kiddos love the attention from these young people, and
their willingness to give up their time amazes us! Usually,
we do not assign specific children to volunteers; instead we
assign volunteers to a group. It’s always fun to watch them
gravitate towards a particular child - the best pairs happen
on their own!
Big FOCUS + Fragile Kids group hug to all those who
support our children and their families!! Thank you!

“These are great kids with great
enthusiasm for learning, playing
and for life. I have learned a lot
just by being around them and
also appreciate without wasting
even the smallest blessings.
I would definitely continue
working and volunteering at
FOCUS and recommend this
rewarding experience to my
friends and family.”

“Standing at the door at Six Flags was
a particularly profound experience
for me because rather than 5
families, I saw almost 200, each
individually trying to provide for
their children who need a little more
care than most. It dawned on me
then just how difficult it is to be in
such a situation. I am so, so glad that
they are able to turn to FOCUS for
support and care, and I had so much
fun being a part of that.”

“Working with the children and families
through FOCUS was one of the reasons
why I decided I wanted to become an
occupational therapist. First, working at
the Saturday respite opened my eyes to
how rewarding it can be to work with
kids with disabilities. Then, working
at Camp Hollywood showed me a
way that I can help them – adapting
activities to fit a kid’s individual needs
and giving them experiences they may
not have had otherwise.”
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